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SOLID POLISHED ALUMINIUM SHAFT TUBELIGHTS
RECOMMENDED FOR SHAFT LENGTHS OVER 3 METRES
Regent's unique patented pressed formed metal base models
suit most forms of roofing. These bases are designed to
reduce problems associated with traditional skylight flashings.
These fully flashed tubelight kits provide everything you need
to bring natural light into your living environment and are ideal
for the handyman and tradesman alike. Kits are complete
with:
> Hi-impact opal acrylic dome fixed to a fully flashed metal base
> 1.2m highly polished shaft with specular reflectance
to conform with AS4285.
> Pitch adapter for ease of installation
> Circular ceiling trim and diffuser
Regent Non-Vented BFA Tubelights comply to AS3959
requirements for Bushfire areas up to and including BAL 19.
They will also comply with BAL 29 requirements if roof pitch is
18° or greater.
Fire Dampers for 400mm Tubelights are available as an
accessory for fire rated ceiling installations.

MATERIALS
Standard tubelights are constructed with a press formed Zincalume® base and a high impact acrylic (prismatic)
dome. Fabricated bases are available (in stainless steel, aluminum, copper and galvanised) to meet individual
customer requirements. Domes can also be manufactured from polycarbonate and in clear, opal or tint finishes.

CORROLUX Corrugated Iron

Universal Metal Deck

Lead free tile (ZTS)

Shaft with protective
film shown

SELECTION CHART
SIZE

ROOF TYPE

VENTED MODEL
CODE

NON - VENTED MODEL
CODE

NON-VENT BFA MODEL
CODE

ADDITIONAL
SHAFT

300

CORRUGATED IRON

RTCLX300VSOLID

RTCLX300NVSOLID

RTCLX300NVSOLID/BFA

SOLID300DIA

400

CORRUGATED IRON

RTCLX400VSOLID

RTCLX400NVSOLID

RTCLX400NVSOLID/BFA

SOLID400DIA

300

METAL DECK

RTUMD300VSOLID

RTUMD300NVSOLID

RTUMD300NVSOLID/BFA

SOLID300DIA

400

METAL DECK

RTUMD400VSOLID

RTUMD400NVSOLID

RTUMD400NVSOLID/BFA

SOLID400DIA

300

TILE

RTZTS300VSOLID

RTZTS300NVSOLID

RTZTS300NVSOLID/BFA

SOLID300DIA

400

TILE

RTZTS400VSOLID

RTZTS400NVSOLID

RTZTS400NVSOLID/BFA

SOLID400DIA

COLCLX8/12V

The skylight system illustrations contained in this brochure are the sole property of Regent Skylights and are reserved under copyright law. It is the responsibility
of the user to ensure that the selected skylight system complies with the relevant building codes and authorities requirements. Regent Skylights reserves the right
to improve or modify the skylight systems at any time. Zincalume® and Colorbond® are registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
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